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CHURCH PLANTING 

Christopher Harrison



▪ Over the last 20 years 14 000 
NPC’s have been established 
that claim to be churches.



Biblical base: 

Mark 1: 16-18: Kingdom of God

Matthew 28: 16-20 Make disciples 

Luke 10: 1-24: Process of church planting
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ONCE!
▪Matthew 16:18 (NIV84) “And I 
tell you that you are Peter, and 
on this rock I will build my 
church (ekklesia), and the gates 
of Hades will not overcome it.”
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HOW MANY 
TIMES DID 
JESUS USE 

THE WORDS 
“KINGDOM 

OF GOD/ 
HEAVEN”?

106 (NIV)
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Apostolic –
Ground breaking

Prophetic –
Truth telling

Evangelistic –
Story telling

Shepherding –
Soul healing

Teaching –
Light giving

Real 

identity 

- real 

purpose
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Questions: 

▪What does God say? 

▪What are the spiritual needs of the people?

▪What is happening in the society?

▪What is happening in the community?

▪Who are the people in our group and team?

▪Who are the partner churches around us?

▪What do the Scriptures and church history say to us?

▪What insights have we received through prayer? 
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Church

Project

Programme
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Real 

identity 

- real purpose
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Ground 
breaking

Truth 
telling

Gospel 
sharing

Soul 
caring

Light 
giving

The whole 

church taking 

the whole gospel 

to the whole 

person in the 

whole world: 

100%



InfluencingBehavingBelievingBelongingBlessing
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Prayer, listening and following God’s call

Loving Service      community      evangelism      discipleship      transformation 

Repeat



RURAL CHURCH 
PLANTING



▪ 30 km’s South of Punda Maria, next to the 
Kruger Park Fence.
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▪The second church building 
was put up and dedicated in 
1985 at Makhubele. 

▪Trinity Methodist Church 
financed and assisted in the 
building of the second  church 
A-Frame building. The 
structure is identical to the 
one built in Moshobye.
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The same process was used as with Mashobye and in the 

process a building was built
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▪Mission: Develop a strong 
fellowship in these areas amongst the 
communities, and to encourage, 
sustain and enable the Christian 
community within. In so doing we 
assist in mobilizing the body of 
Christ at large to become involved in 
Christian community development in 
the areas.
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Steps: 

- Demographic research 

on the need and 

opportunity

- Home to home 

visitation

- Build relationships

- Discern the need and 

port of entry into 

people’s spiritual lives
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Needs:

- Belonging for folk from  

Mozambique due to  

displacement by war, 

fear and violence

- Aged left alone with no 

contact with offspring

- Orphans due to HIV and 

AIDs

- HIV Counseling

- TB patients
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Training for lay 

ministry:

- Care for Aged

- Care for Orphans

- HIV and AIDs 

Counselling

- Food gardens
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Work 

amongst the 

Children 

using music 

and Bible 

story time. 
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The Building was constructed by the people with 

donations from sponsoring congregations 
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Disciple-making, 

by Missionaries 

and visiting 

teams, through:

- Teaching

- Small groups

- Youth meetings

- Preaching
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Using the 

‘Jesus Film’ as 

an evangelism 

tool to invite 

responses to 

Jesus. 
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The same process was used as 

with Mashobye and in the 

process a building was built
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SUBURBAN 
CHURCH 

PLANTING



▪ It is the nature of God to pioneer new things

▪Demographic and numerical growth in the area as per town 
developers

▪No other churches in those areas offer what you do

▪Some existing members live in those areas

▪There were needs in schools and communities to be met

▪Sense of call to assist churches to grow and be innovative

▪A strong and growing ‘sponsoring church’. 
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▪The Methodist Denomination has a tradition and 
history of Church planting 

▪The Hennops River Circuit appointed a task 
team to do research on the needs of the area 
and church planting opportunities
▪They circled the areas for growth and church planting: 

▪ South Centurion: Olievenhoutbosch area

▪ East Centurion: Cornwall Hill and Irene areas

▪ South East Centurion: The Reeds, Rooihuiskraal and Midstream 
areas

▪ West Centurion: Monavoni, Mnandi and Knoppieslaagte areas
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Olievenhoutbosch
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▪ The area was already an informal 
settlement

▪ It was then declared a formal 
settlement areas by Town planners 

▪ The needs: Basic human needs: Food, 
clothes, child care, employment, 
security

▪ Community was formed with existing 
Methodists and new people

▪ A relationship with God through Jesus

▪ We borrowed land and put up a 
structure for ministries and worship 
events
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▪They have a building now on land 
where they have been and which 
they are to purchase

▪They have become a full MCSA 
Society with structures and 
procedures.
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Positive lessons:

▪ A sponsoring church: West View

▪ A listening process was used

▪ A Core team of passionate people

▪ Clear Denominational objectives

▪ The formation of an essential community

▪ Available venue was found and then built

▪ Worship events that were meaningful and relevant

▪ They build further when they have resources with a 
committed team to the vision.

Growth lessons:

▪ Many ministers 
came and went and 
did not form a 
strong continuity

▪ We did not form 
enough of a 
missional 
community which 
would then 
sponsors other 
communities
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- The group that started as community is celebrated 20 years later
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▪The establishment of an independent School 
with a Christian ethos and value system was 
started, and I was appointed as the Chaplain 
opening the door for relationships and doors 
of opportunities for the Gospel and a new 
church. 

▪Ecumenical intent: 
▪ We had a relationship with the Anglican in Irene;

▪ We started negotiations with the Presbyterians who 
started a service in the School Hall;

▪ There were no other English churches in the area 
who were obviously interested.
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▪ Methodists:
▪ We approached the surrounding Methodist Circuit and society Ministers for their 

support and the names of particular people who felt led by God to start 
something new;

▪ I wrote to them all, called key people and invited them to a meeting. 

▪ At the meeting we put out the vision and plan and it was adopted.

▪ The Methodist process of establishing a Preaching Place was observed.

▪ A core team of people met weekly in a home to build community, to 
discuss and decide on their values and they approach going forward

▪ We started worship services and invited people and they came 

▪ We grew to the point where we could appoint a full time minister and 
team of Pastors who grew and developed community with a close 
connection to the College. 
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The selection of ministers was key:

Rev Christopher Harrison (Supt.)

Rev Ian McGuigan (part-time)

Rev Brian Moody (part-time)

Rev Zillah Ketcher (full-time)

Rev Derek Oppenshaw (part-time)

However, changing them too often 

and the inadequate leadership 

succession planning caused vision 

uncertainty and a loss of 

confidence and so also members. 
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We interfaced with the College staff and 

scholars through Assemblies, Student 

meetings, Camps and events like Easter 

sunrise services to which all were invited. 

The Church continues to serve the poor.
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Positive lessons:

▪ A sponsoring church: West View

▪ A listening process was used

▪ A Core team of passionate leaders who formed 
the essential community 

▪ Clear missional objectives

▪ A fantastic opportunity to reach young people 
and did that well

▪ Available venues 

▪ Ran Alpha courses to bring people into the 
church

▪ Worship events that were meaningful and well 
led with worship teams and relevant music

▪ Good engagement with the School Staff, parents 
and the various School leadership teams 

Growth lessons:

▪ We failed to form a United Church 
with the Presbyterians and they 
moved away;

▪ We did not form enough small 
groups for intentional disciple-
making

▪ We did not form enough depth and 
length in ministry that kept the 
momentum of sustained growth

▪ The community lost connectivity 
and spiritual influence with the 
College through the years and the 
School became more secular. 

▪ They faltered on building at the 
right time. 
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▪ The establishment of an new areas of 
Midstream where we approached the 
Developers for opportunities for the 
Gospel and a new church. One 
developer created a space for 
churches, including the Methodist 
Church.

▪ Process: Rev Dr. Paul Eloff formed a 
preaching place 

▪ Ecumenical intent: 
▪ The land allocated for other denominations 

who are positioned to work together. 
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▪ Methodists: It was the clear plan of 
the sponsoring congregation to:
▪ Invite all new people to an Alpha Course;

▪ Set up small groups of the people in 
southern Centurion under a Minister

▪ Start a new congregation when there were 
16 small groups set aside from West View

▪ Negotiated a preaching place in a School 
and start a new congregation.

▪ A core team of people met weekly in 
a home to build community, to 
discuss and decide on their values 
and they approach going forward.

▪ They then got the land and built the 
building and the congregation 
continues to grow
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Invitation to 
the new 
member’s 
breakfast 
where the 
Gospel is 
offered and 
commitment 
is invited

Invitation to 
Alpha where 
commitment 
to Jesus is 
offered and 
unpacked

Transition 
to a small 
group for 
maturing, 
mission 
and growth

A vision and 
culture of 
hospitality, 
Growth and 
Grace

Engaging 
and 
Invitational 
approach to 
the  
unchurched 
and de-
churched

Follow-up 
with each 
person with 
personal 
contact
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Positive lessons:

▪ A sponsoring church: West View

▪ A listening process was used

▪ A Core team of passionate people

▪ Clear Denominational objectives

▪ The formation of an essential community of 
believers

▪ Available venue rented/used for a season

▪ Worship events that were meaningful and 
relevant

▪ Strong missional leaders 

▪ They built a building when appropriate 
with resources and a committed team

Growth lessons:

▪ They bought into a strong 
Pastor/Teacher model of 
church but needed to 
develop the evangelism and 
prophetic aspects

▪ They care for the poor and 
the people in their area, but 
did not form enough of a 
missional community with 
an apostolic emphasis 
which would then sponsor 
other communities
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SEMI-RURAL 
CHURCH 

PLANTING
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▪Visit the congregation and listened

▪Clarify our Purpose and Vision

▪Mobilize key people with discerned calls

▪Structure the life of the Congregation's programmes around 
Christ’s mission

▪ Integrate people into disciple-making small groups called Class 
Meetings

▪Budget resources (buildings and finance) around the mission for 
sustainable growth
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- Demographic research on the 

growth of the area

- Negotiation to purchase land

- Appointment of a Methodist 

Probationer minister there

- A worshipping community was 

formed under the Methodist banner

- Donations and work teams from 

Northfield Methodist and others 

came to set up the temporary 

structures and worship facilities
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It started with 1, now 4 other congregations were 

planted from this one!

“Healthy Churches plant healthy churches.”



FRESH 
EXPRESSIONS’ 

CHURCH 
PLANTING
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▪https://youtu.be/yVYtsStG3bQ
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https://youtu.be/yVYtsStG3bQ


▪https://youtu.be/bJC36uRr0i4
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https://youtu.be/bJC36uRr0i4


▪ God is the primary Pioneer and leads us as we follow

▪ 360° Listening is hard but vitally important: God, call, context and culture

▪ Appoint the best person: Who is the Point person? Who is the team?  

▪ Multiplying, not cloning: Enter the context to see which model of church 
would work best

▪ Transform the values and culture with God’s world-view

▪ Venues differ

▪ The making of disciples who make disciples and the vehicle to do that

▪ Healthy churches plant healthy churches and so stay healthy themselves
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Self-adapting

Self-governing

Self-
reprodu

cing

Self-

financing
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SIX keys to starting something

Prayer
Priority
Person
Programme
Place
Provision
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